
Devils and Dust-crd

CAPO 2, TUNE LOW E DOWN TO D, figured this out from the DVD. 
Not totally sure about chord names but the fingerings are 
at the end and Im pretty sure they are spot on. 
Bass notes very important throughout.

D11
 Got my finger on the trigger
                        G/B
But I don't know who to trust
                 D11   A
I look into your eyes
                        D11 
There's just devils and dust

Long, long way from home Bob
                             G/B
Home's a long, long way from us
                     D11    A
Feel the dirty winds blowin'
           D11
Devils and dust

              G/B
Got God on my side
                      D2
I'm just trying to survive
                         G/B        
But if what you do to survive
                     C2/A
Kills the things you love
                   G/B
Fear is a powerful thing
                              D2
Turn your heart black you can trust
                     G/B    C2/A
Take your God fearin' soul
                        D11
Fill it with devils and dust

Well I dreamed of you last night
                        G/B
In a field of blood and stone
               D11   A
Blood began to dry
               D11
Smell began to rise
Well I dreamed of you last night, Bob
                      G/B
In a field of mud and bone
               D11   A
Blood began to dry
               D11
Smell began to rise

               G/B
Got God on our side
                        D2
We're just trying to survive
                         G/B
But if what you do to survive
                     C2/A
Kills the things you love
                   G/B
Fear is a powerful thing
                              D2
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Turn your heart black you can trust
                      G/B    C2/A
Take your God fearin' soul
                        D2
Fill it with Devils and dust
                      G/B   C2/A
Take your God fearin' soul
                        D11
Fill it with devils and dust

2x D11 D11 G/B G/B D11 A D11 D11

Now every woman and every man
                            G/B
They wanna take a righteous stand
                       D11    A
Find the love with God wills
                     D11
The faith that he commands

I've got my finger on the trigger
                         G/B
Tonight faith just ain't enough
                     D11     A 
and I look inside my heart
                        D11
There's just devils and dust
                       G/B
But I've got God on my side
                          D2
and I'm just trying to survive
                         G/B
But if what you do to survive
                     C2/A
Kills the things you love
                    G/B
Fear is a dangerous thing
                               D2
Turns your heart black you can trust
                      G/B    C2/A
Take your God fearin' soul
                        D2
Fill it with devils and dust
                            G/B   C2/A
It'll take your God fearin' soul
                        D11
Fill it with devils and dust

D11 D11 G/B G/B D11 A D11 D11

   D11  G/B  A    D2  C2/A
e--0-----3---0----0----3--
b--3-----3---5----3----3--
g--0-----0---0----2----0--
D--4-----0---5----0----2--
A--0(5)--2---0----x----0--
D--0--------------4------

All chord positions relative to CAPO 2. 
Sorry about the chord names positions are correct. 
C2/A? Or is it an Em/A? Or is it an A7sus? Who knows?
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